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Abstract

The NSW (New South Wales) Climate Change Policy Framework, launched by the NSW Government in 2016, recognises that climate change presents risks to health and wellbeing. Risks to health and wellbeing come from direct impacts of extreme weather events, and from indirect impacts through effects on air, water, food and ecosystems. Responding to these challenges offers an opportunity to protect and promote health by enhancing environmental amenities, and building adaptive capacity and resilience in populations and systems. To develop policy that effectively protects and promotes health in the face of climate change in NSW it is necessary to define the expected impacts of climate change on health and wellbeing in NSW.

Introduction

In 2016, the New South Wales (NSW) Government launched the NSW Climate Change Policy Framework.\textsuperscript{1} Aspirational long-term objectives of the framework are to achieve net-zero emissions by 2050 and for NSW to be more resilient to a changing climate. Mitigating climate change and increasing resilience to the effects of climate change are crucial missions for improving health. Reducing the effects of climate change on health and wellbeing is one of seven policy directions within the framework. To develop policy actions that effectively and efficiently reduce the impacts of climate change on health and wellbeing it is important to acknowledge the challenges and opportunities that climate change presents for health and wellbeing in NSW.

The NSW Government’s Ministry of Health, and public health units in Local Health Districts throughout NSW, have health protection responsibilities. Those responsibilities are met through health promotion, health policy and public health responses to environmental incidents and hazards; this involves working with other agencies with environmental responsibilities. To this end, public health practitioners in environmental health have an obligation to appreciate the impacts that climate change presents to health in NSW.
The need to understand the impact of climate change on health in NSW

As this issue of Public Health Research & Practice highlights, there is substantial evidence that climate change is affecting human health. Even with efforts to mitigate climate change, these impacts will continue for many years because of the inherent inertia in atmospheric and ecological processes that causes climate change to continue.2

‘Climate change and health’ is reported on regularly at the global level.3,4 However, global investigations do not provide enough detail about climate change and health in our region on which to base policy appropriate for NSW.

The climate is not only changing in different ways in different regions of the world, but similar changes in climate can be expected to affect health differently depending on determinants such as population health status, climate–human behaviour interactions, and the availability and quality of health and other services. Even among countries with relatively similar disease burdens and health service capacities, climate change may affect health in different ways. For example, it has been postulated that, in the US, climate change may expand the area of dengue fever risk by increasing the area of natural habitat suitable for mosquitoes that can transmit the dengue virus.5 However, in Australia, if the range of dengue-transmitting mosquitoes is to expand it is more likely to result from changes in domestic water storage practices (providing water for mosquitoes to breed) in response to an increasing risk of water shortages from more frequent and severe droughts.6 This illustrates the importance of local knowledge for predicting climate change risks and developing appropriate policy to address those risks.

Climate change and health and wellbeing in NSW

Climate change affects health directly through extreme events and indirectly through effects on air, water, food and ecosystems (Figure 1). However, especially in urban environments, the importance of the climate for health and wellbeing may be concealed by modern conveniences. In NSW and elsewhere, amenities such as airconditioning, good-quality housing and public utilities will limit, but not avoid, the health impacts of climate change.

Table 1 provides an indicative rather than an exhaustive list of climate change that is reasonably expected to impact health and wellbeing in NSW. The list was generated using climate projections of the NSW and ACT (Australian Capital Territory) Regional Climate Modelling (NARCliM) Project’ (a partnership between government agencies and UNSW Sydney), climate projections of a collaboration between the Bureau of Meteorology and the CSIRO (Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation)8, and meteorological trend data from the Bureau of Meteorology.

**Table 1. Climate change in NSW7,8 that is likely to impact health and wellbeing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predicted climate change in NSW</th>
<th>Health impacts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>More numerous and severe heatwaves</td>
<td>More than 20 additional days each year with a maximum temperature &gt;35°C across most of NSW by 2070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More droughts</td>
<td>Southern NSW is receiving 10-60 mm less rain per decade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More floods</td>
<td>Up to 30% more autumn rainfall in northern NSW by 2070</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| More bushfires                                            | More days of severe bushfire risk across NSW by 2070                        | Direct health effects; indirect impacts through air quality

\* Increases in bushfires and storm surges may result in ecosystem change however it is unclear what impact that might have on health in NSW

Health
effects defined specifically as heat-related are only a fraction of the health consequences of extreme heat. For example, there is an increased risk of heart attacks during heatwaves due to the cardiovascular stress associated with exposure to high temperatures, especially in the elderly and people with chronic disease.10

Increasing periods of drought directly affect the health and wellbeing of farmers and rural communities whose livelihoods depend on regular rainfall. Climate change-related increases in the frequency and intensity of bushfires and extreme weather events such as floods and coastal storm surges are also likely to have direct impacts on health through injury and the psychological trauma of displacement and property loss.

Indirect health and wellbeing impacts

Heatwaves can indirectly affect health by increasing the temperature-dependent formation of ground-level ozone, a respiratory irritant generated in the atmosphere from other air pollutants (Figure 2). It has been projected that by 2051–2060, there could be additional deaths in Sydney caused by an increase in ground-level ozone.11
Climate change and health: challenges and opportunities

Beyond certain thresholds of severity and duration, decreases in environmental amenity associated with climate change will necessitate increases in adaptive capacity and resilience to prevent significant and widespread impairment of human health. This requires adopting adaptive management processes within a framework that aims to create multiple societal and environmental benefits. Such a framework needs to be robust so that it can adapt to changing circumstances and alternative developments.

Climate change presents many health challenges but taking action to minimise its impacts through adaptation and mitigation is an opportunity to improve health. In the words of Lewis Mumford, the 20th century American historian and philosopher: “Kites rise against, not with, the wind.” Climate change provides an incentive to implement actions that promote health. Examples of adaptive capacity and resilience-building actions with health and wellbeing benefits are: chronic disease prevention and management programs, increasing urban green space, social programs for people who are isolated.

Figure 2. Ground-level ozone concentration in Sydney is closely associated with daily maximum temperature

pphm = parts per hundred million

Increased heat can also indirectly affect health by increasing the risk of toxic blue-green algal blooms and other waterborne disease, especially when combined with increased nutrient runoff during intense storms and floods. Increased temperatures also increase rates of food spoilage and the potential for foodborne disease.

Droughts can indirectly affect health by increasing the risk of dust storms and poor air quality associated with those events. Lower food yields during droughts and floods can decrease nutritional intake and affect health, especially among people who are less able to afford increases in food prices during food shortages. Bushfires can indirectly affect health through the impact of bushfire smoke on air quality.

The extent of the effect on population health in NSW of indirect impacts of climate change, including downstream effects that may arise from ecosystem change, are yet to be realised, but the cumulative burden is likely to be substantial. Climate change has the potential to affect the physical health, livelihoods, prosperity, property, security and social connectedness of people in NSW. These impacts, together with stress and anxiety directly associated with worry about climate change threats, are likely to have major consequences for mental health.

Climate change and opportunities to promote health

Beyond certain thresholds of severity and duration, decreases in environmental amenity associated with climate change will necessitate increases in adaptive capacity and resilience to prevent significant and widespread impairment of human health. This requires adopting adaptive management processes within a framework that aims to create multiple societal and environmental benefits. Such a framework needs to be robust so that it can adapt to changing circumstances and alternative developments.

Climate change presents many health challenges but taking action to minimise its impacts through adaptation and mitigation is an opportunity to improve health. In the words of Lewis Mumford, the 20th century American historian and philosopher: “Kites rise against, not with, the wind.” Climate change provides an incentive to implement actions that promote health. Examples of adaptive capacity and resilience-building actions with health and wellbeing benefits are: chronic disease prevention and management programs, increasing urban green space, social programs for people who are isolated.
and vulnerable, and making housing more resilient to climate extremes.

Building adaptive capacity and resilience is important, but without climate change mitigation, adaptive capacity could be overwhelmed by a climate that is so extreme that severe and widespread consequences for health are unavoidable. Efforts must be made to mitigate climate change, principally through reductions in greenhouse gas emissions. Health systems, with their energy-intensive services, can play a part through efficiency and sustainability practices, and uptake of renewable energy, as described in this issue by Charlesworth et al.18 NSW Health is the largest general government energy consumer in NSW, and is actively pursuing initiatives to improve resource efficiency.19

Climate change mitigation can also have health and wellbeing co-benefits. For example, reduced use of fossil fuels can reduce other air pollutants such as particulate matter and ozone that have adverse effects on health.20 Additionally, less reliance on private vehicles (which predominantly use fossil fuels), and promotion of active and public transport alternatives, promotes physical activity and decreases noncommunicable disease.

Climate change policies provide a mandate for enacting a variety of public health and social programs, but there are many potential barriers to implementation. Complex causal chains between climate change and health will necessitate unfamiliar stakeholders working together. The issue of climate change and health must compete with numerous other health priorities; it may be perceived that climate change is an issue for the far future. There may be reticence to commit resources in the face of uncertainty and the absence of clear, measurable, near-term pay-offs. However, environmental health protection measures are often not predicated on complete understanding of the cause and effect relationship; some knowledge deficit in understanding the extent to which health outcomes are attributable to climate change should not preclude implementing measures likely to have considerable health and social benefits.

Intersectoral action will be required to reduce the health impact of climate change. The principal reason for much of the action on climate change is to avert adverse consequences to human health and wellbeing. Therefore, public health practitioners have an important role to play in promoting and facilitating such action.

Conclusion

Considering climate change and health in the context of NSW is an important initial step towards taking appropriate action to protect and promote health as our region experiences exceptional climate change. Populations everywhere face challenges related to climate change. Local climate data and projections are a valuable resource to define the important challenges at the jurisdictional level. Local climate change and health research, and international climate change and health literature, are important enablers for jurisdictions to determine what are likely to be the health challenges for their area.
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